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Artist Statement
Since becoming a docent at the National Gallery of Art in 2003, I’ve enjoyed 
being immersed in the world of art. To develop an understanding of how artists 
solve the puzzle of a painting, I began taking watercolor classes at the Art 
League in Alexandria and soon discovered the joy of picking up a brush to create 
something entirely new. 

Now my life and my work fall into two complementary tracks — the National 
Gallery and painting. Ever since the East Building reopened I’ve been wrestling 
with abstraction — both how to explain it to the skeptical visitor and how to 
achieve it in my work. To begin I resorted to copying — a time-honored activity 
among artists. But giving these copies my own twist. Before taking up watercolor, 
sewing was my creative (and functional) outlet. Over the years I’ve made just 
about everything from backpacking tents to prom dresses. One of my favorite 
projects is to transform t-shirts into quilts. These are embellished with found 
objects, fanciful embroidery stitching and an occasional sock or button. Why not 
embellish Matisse’s Open Window with found papers and stitching? Couldn’t 
Gorky’s Organization use an antique clock button? Kandinsky’s Improvisation 31 
turned into an underwater scene reminiscent of one of my scuba diving 
experiences. Adorned with another button. 

And then Touchstone member Pat Williams introduced me to the quirks of 
Multimedia Artboard. This epoxy infused surface welcomes abstraction. I start 
with a water-soluble drawing and then let patience, water and the paints take 
over — pooling, interacting, granulating. I turn the paper upside down to focus on 
overall shapes and to maintain balance. The resulting images are often 
ambiguous, a quality I love. Subjects are inspired by hiking and cycling trips and 
from visits to museums and galleries. 

Like with the art of the museums or my t-shirt quilts, my intention is to share the 
feeling of being there or the essence of a memory long treasured.  



Media and prices
Ambiguities — water soluble media on Multimedia Artboard, $300–$350
Whimsical — small watercolor/collages $275–$350

Resume
1967–1970 Scripps College, Claremont, CA, Philosophy/Religion Major
1970–71 University of Texas, Austin, TX, B.A. Philosophy
1971–73 University of Texas, Austin, TX, M.A. Early Childhood Special Education
1973–76 Early Childhood Special Education teacher, Dripping Springs 
Independent School District, Dripping Springs, TX
1979–80 Early Childhood teacher, Jewish Community Center, Tucson, AZ
1981–82 Library volunteer, Seabury School, Maui, HI
1982–85 Library volunteer, El Paso High School, El Paso, TX
1988–90 Early Childhood teacher, Country Day School, El Paso, TX
1993–95 Youth Group Advisor, Temple Mt. Sinai, El Paso, TX
1997–2000 Free-lance author with published articles in National Geographic 
Traveler, Backpacker, New Mexico Magazine and others
1998–2000 New Mexico Rails-to-Trails volunteer; received Silver Spike award for 
service 1998
2003–current Docent for School Tours, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
2005–2010 Classes in watercolor, drawing, abstraction, The Art League, 
Alexandria, VA
2009–current Watercolor classes with Deborah Ellis, The Art League, Alexandria, 
VA
December 2015 A Foot in the Door, Washington Art Works
February 2016 All to Pieces, Falls Church Arts; “Knots and Butterflies”, sold
May 2017 Artful Whimsy, Falls Church Arts
2017–current Membership in Potomac Valley Watercolorists
2018–current Docent for Adult Tours, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
2018 “Inspired by Nature”, Potomac Valley Watercolorists, Green Spring Gardens 
Park, Alexandria, VA
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Ambiguities
Works on Multimedia Artboard evoke places, emotions and memories. The paper
celebrates ambiguity, a quality I love.
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Whimsical Collages
In my studio, the work desk and easel share space with my sewing machine. It's not
surprising that taking a needle and thread to a surface has found its way into my paintings,
too.
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Valerie Bernat

Appalachian Autumn
Watercolor, water-soluble graphite
13.5x10.5
$250

Royal Blues
Watercolor, water-soluble pencil
13.5x10.5
$250

Drift
Watercolor
13.5x10.5
$250

Indigo
Watercolor
15.25x11.25
$275

Open Window
Watercolor, collage and embroidery stitching
5x7
$175

Once Upon a Time
Watercolor, collage and embroidery stitching
7x5
$175

Beneath the Sea
Watercolor, collage
5x7
$175





To: Jill Brantley, Membership Chair Touchstone Gallery 
  
Hello Jill - 
  
I am delighted to be asked to write for Valerie Bernat.  Valerie has been in my classes (The Art 
League, Alexandria Virginia) for a few years, and it has been great to observe her striking 
development as an artist with a special voice. She positively soaks up the techniques and new 
directions possible in water media....and then puts her individual stamp on it. There is a poet, 
and a strong spiritual figure contained in her artist self. I have loved seeing how she doesn't 
leave the paintbrush and paper lying unused between sessions. She is always pursuing a 
connection made in critique, or an idea from writings, or a deeper development of new 
technique and material. In other words - she is an artist in the in-between-times as well. She 
would be a great addition to Touchstone - she is a lovely person with a clear artistic voice, who 
thinks and paints with sensitivity and strength. 
  
Yours, 
  
Deborah  
  
  
  
DEBORAH ELLIS 
703- 966-4193 
ellis@aceweb.com 
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